Introduction
I’ve been a reptile lover from the age of nine. I’ve kept
and/or bred numerous types of reptiles including:
chameleons, crested geckos, anoles, monitors, skinks and
even poison dart frogs. I consider the inland bearded
dragon to be my all-time favorite lizard pet. They are alert,
curious, attractive, lazy and enjoy attention. I’ve been
breeding them for several years and have successfully raised
hundreds of baby dragons. (I’ve honestly lost count!) I do it
for sheer enjoyment of working with the animals as well as
the satisfaction of seeing my dragons as beloved pets.
While originally from Australia, the bearded dragons in the
United States now have been bred here for generations.
Selective breeding has turned a normally drab brown/gray
animal into the beautiful creature you see in the photo
known as a “super citrus”. There are numerous “morphs”
(color and skin varieties) available now. Whether
leatherback or standard scale and regardless of color, it’s their personality and docile nature that make
them ideal pets. Another reason for their popularity is their size. While the once commonly kept iguana
grows to 5 feet or more, the typical adult inland bearded dragon will be between 16 and 18 inches long
(half of that is tail) and weigh between 400 and 700 grams. (A variety known as German Giants can be 2
feet long and weigh more than 800 grams.) The dragon’s compact size makes their captive care much more
manageable than erecting an 8 foot greenhouse in your living room to house your iguana!
Their lifespan has been estimated at between 6 and 10 years but there are reports of 12 years or more.
Owning a bearded dragon is a long-term commitment; however, these charming reptiles are a joy and once
a “beardie” owner…always a beardie owner.

Housing
A 50-gallon aquarium or equal-sized
enclosure is what I consider the
minimum for an adult dragon. While a
baby dragon can be housed in a 20gallon aquarium for a couple of
months, it will quickly outgrow the
tank. No dragon should ever be
housed in a ten-gallon tank (or smaller)
because such a small enclosure does not One of my Vision cages with cat scratcher, hammock, log hide and nesting
box for my breeding girls. Notice the extra screen panel on the front glass
allow for the proper temperature
doors to ensure sufficient ventilation.
gradient. (See the topic Lighting and
Temperature below.) Use screening for proper ventilation, whether as a top on an aquarium enclosure or
in the doors or sides of a custom enclosure. (Basking lamps and lighting fixtures can cause the terrarium to
be too hot if proper ventilation is not provided.) Dragons enjoy climbing so provide them with thick sticks,
cork bark, a hammock or a cat scratching platform. A pothos plant is good addition to their cage. Not only
are they are safe for the dragons to eat providing a ready snack, they also provide beneficial humidity for
the environment.
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Bearded dragons are best housed separately. They do not need, or in most cases, tolerate another dragon
in their enclosure. I've been fortunate at times to find two females that get along and can share an
enclosure. My enclosures are 54”x36”x18” and have multiple basking spots. I monitor the girls constantly
looking for signs of arm waving, head bobbing or hiding that indicates one of them feels threatened. Two
dragons that seem fine together one day might start fighting the next day. I always have to be prepared to
separate them immediately if necessary. Housing two baby dragons together will frequently result in one
dragon growing larger much faster and either harassing, intimidating or actually attacking its sibling.
Housing a male and female together will often result in the female being "bred to death". The male will
constantly chase the female, leave open wounds on her neck and stress her to the point that she dies.

Lighting and Temperature
As ectotherms (meaning cold-blooded), bearded dragons need external warmth in order to digest their
food. A basking site of not more than 105 degrees Fahrenheit is required. Don’t overdo the heat! I’ve had
a dragon that sat under a too-hot basking light long enough to blister her skin. (No, it seems she wasn’t
smart enough to move when it got too hot!) Check your basking site temperature with a thermometer.
The basking site can be provided by a domed spotlight positioned over a rock, branch or as I prefer, a cat
scratching platform at one end of the enclosure. I find a 50-watt basking lamp or a 25-watt metal halide
mini-spot is sufficient for one dragon. Your dragon should be able to get warm enough to “gape”…that is,
sit with its mouth partially open. Gaping is similar to panting in dogs and is a way for the dragon to cool off.
If you never see your dragon gape, your basking area is not warm enough. If your dragon is frequently
gaping, the tank may be too warm. Keeping the basking area at one end of the tank will allow your dragon
to thermo-regulate, move between a cooler end of the enclosure and the hotter end. The cooler end of the
enclosure should be 80-85 degrees F with nighttime temperatures as low as 65 degrees F.
In addition to the basking light you must provide a full-spectrum UVB (ultraviolet) light over the rest of the
enclosure. This lighting is critical for dragons as it assists them in synthesizing vitamin D3 in their skin which
aids in calcium absorption. A study done on baby dragons showed that dragons exposed to two hours of
UVB lighting per day was more effective than supplementing with powdered vitamin D3 at five times the
recommended dosage levels. Therefore, proper UVB lighting is critical to dragon health. There are many
types of UV fixtures available. I use the 10.0 (10% UV) bulbs in a tall tank or over a screen lid. I use the 5.0
bulbs (5% UV) when the light is mounted inside the tank. (This is preferable.) Avoid the coiled bulb type of
fluorescent UVB lighting. The coating on the inside of the bulb can flake off allowing unfiltered light that
can damage your dragon's eyes. I do not recommend the use of the combination UV light and heat bulb.
These combination bulbs create too much heat and they do not allow the dragon to sit on the cool side of
the tank and still be under UV lighting. UV lamps need to be replaced at least every 9 to 12 months. The
UV light put out by the bulb changes over time and decreases its effectiveness.
DO NOT USE electric heat rocks with bearded dragons of any age. Dragons cannot sense heat on their
bellies the same way they sense heat on their backs. Dragons can burn themselves by sitting on heat rocks
or heating pads. If you need an additional heat source, or a night time heat source, use a ceramic heat
emitter. They screw into a domed hood and do not put out any light, just heat. Dragons need dark at night
so the red nighttime bulbs used for some reptiles will disturb their sleep.
Oh no, my light burned out! – No need to rush to the store in a panic. Dragons can get by for a day or two
without their basking bulb or without their UV lamp. (However, it’s a good idea to keep a spare on hand.)
Don’t try to use a 75 or 100-watt incandescent household lightbulb as a substitute. Chances are it will be
way too hot and it poses more danger to your dragon than doing without the light for a day or two.
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Caution: Basking lamps are hot and so are the fixtures. You need to ensure that your
dragon cannot touch the bulb or fixture. Contact with the fixture can cause skin damage.
This thermal burn was caused by
using a 50-watt metal halide
mini-spot. She sat under the
light until her skin blistered. I
remedied the situation by
replacing the bulb with a 25watt.

Substrate
Do not use sand or other loose bedding such as
walnut shell, corn cobs or calcium sand with any
dragon. The risk of impaction if your dragon eats the
substrate, whether accidently or intentionally is not
worth the risk. Newspaper, paper toweling or
indoor/outdoor carpet are better choices. For
juveniles and adults I use a combination of reptile
carpeting over the entire bottom of my cages with
pelleted paper bedding in the area where the dragon
This is the pelleted bedding I use.
normally defecates. (Yes, most dragons will defecate
in the same area every day.) I leave baby dragons on bare
flooring to make it easier for them to locate and catch their food and easier for me to clean and disinfect
their cage daily. Loose bedding also carries the additional risk of being dusty which can cause respiratory
problems.

Water
I do not keep a water dish in my dragon's cages. The
dragons foul the water then later may drink it. I prefer
to remove my dragons from their cage, place them in a
plastic container with lukewarm water up to their chest.
If the dragon poops (as is often the case), I dump the
water, rinse the container and refill. If the dragon is
thirsty, he/she will get a drink. Even if they don't drink,
dragons absorb water through their vents. Dragons are
Baby bath day using a plastic container.
attracted to movement so it’s a good idea to agitate
the water with your fingers to give them the idea.
Some dragons have no idea they are in water until they see it move! They need a minimum of 15 minutes
in the water but can stay longer if they are enjoying themselves. Some dragons really like their baths and
will play in the water, splashing around, swimming and even putting their heads under the water. Others
will just sit grudgingly until you remove them. Adults should be bathed at least twice a week. I bathe
juveniles three times a week and babies every day as they can dehydrate more quickly than adults.
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Food
Bearded dragons are omnivorous, meaning they eat both insect and plant matter. Insects include: crickets,
dubia roaches (my personal preference), super worms, Phoenix worms (a.k.a. soldier fly larvae), hornworms
(as long as they were not fed on tomato plants), silkworms, waxworms, butterworms, grasshoppers and
locust. Insects fed to adult dragons should be dusted with a calcium powder twice a week and a
vitamin/mineral supplement once a week. Insects I feed to babies and juveniles are dusted with calcium
three times per week and vitamins twice per week. Dust by placing the insects in a plastic bag or deli cup
with a sprinkle of calcium or vitamin powder, shake or swirl to coat the insects then offer them to your
dragon. Growing dragons are voracious and I let them eat as much as they want in five minutes. Each of
my babies and juveniles consume up to two dozen insects each per day. I also make sure my growing
dragons have a dish of pelleted food mixed with freeze dried insects in their cage at all times. In my
opinion, you can’t overfeed a baby dragon. Once they are full grown I cut back their food and they are
offered insects approximately three times a week. I feed my adults enough to maintain their weight. A
digital scale is inexpensive and handy for managing your adult dragon’s food intake. A healthy weight
dragon is one where the hip bones are not visible and there are fat reserves on either side of the base of its
tail. If the tail is dimpled, the dragon could be overweight.
Note: These guidelines DO NOT apply to breeding females. Since this is a basic care document, I will not
be covering breeding issues or breeding conditioning.
Offer bearded dragons chopped veggies such as romaine lettuce, spring greens, zucchini, carrots; greens
such as collard, mustard, dandelion or cactus daily. Fruit such as kiwi, banana, mango, grapes, etc. (avoid
citrus) can be used as a treat. Avoid iceberg lettuce because it is not nutritious and spinach and kale
because they interfere with calcium metabolism. Vegetables are an important part of the bearded dragon's
diet. I offer all my dragons veggies in the morning and insects in the afternoon. It encourages the dragons
to eat their veggies. Adults should eat 65-80% vegetables. An adult dragon’s veggies may be dusted with
calcium or vitamin powder if he/she is not eating insects three times a week.
Bearded dragons may also eat some prepared manufactured diets that are available at pet stores as well as
freeze dried insects such as grasshoppers and soldier fly larvae. I find that training my dragons to accept
food by hand is the best way to later introduce freeze dried insects or pelleted food. My babies like the
pelleted Fluker’s baby dragon food and I start offering it to them at about two weeks of age. It’s a great
supplement to their daily veggies and insects. I believe the constant access to food helps keep my babies
from nipping each other’s toes and tails. (Having a pothos plant in the cage also helps.) Training your
dragon to accept prepared food also gives you an additional way to vary their diet and can be convenient if
you run out of live insects.
A note about vomiting… occasionally a dragon will regurgitate or vomit. Babies that eat too much too fast
can be seen opening their mouths and violently throwing their heads from side to side with partially
digested insect parts flying in all directions. Granted, it’s a frightening sight but it’s not necessarily an
emergency. If your dragon eats too fast, try offering one insect at a time and allowing a few seconds
between bugs to encourage him/her to chew and swallow fully. The most common cause of vomiting in
my dragons has been caused by feeding super worms to my juveniles too soon. I usually wait until the
dragons are at least three months old and ten inches long before I try super worms. Even so, I will
sometimes see the juveniles eating them greedily only to find a ball of vomited super worms in their cage
later. If that’s the case, I wait another month before offering super worms again.
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Health
Properly cared-for dragons are generally healthy and robust. However, as with any animal, they are prone
to some issues that can affect their health and longevity. The most common are:
 Parasites - most dragons have, have been exposed to or will get some type of internal parasite.
Parasites may even be passed by the mother to the embryo. While a small number of parasites will
not adversely affect most dragons, a dragon under stress can easily be overwhelmed by parasites and
suffer weight loss, failure to thrive or death. All new dragons should have a fecal exam by a vet. If
bringing home a dragon to an existing collection, the new animal should be quarantined for 40 days.
Parasites are easily treated with oral medication from your vet.
 Metabolic bone disease - a lack of calcium and/or vitamin D3 (provided to captive dragons by proper
UVB lighting) can cause bone deformities, tail deformities, paralysis and even death. This condition is
easily avoided with proper nutrition, calcium supplements and proper UVB lighting. Dusting your
dragon’s insects with calcium powder helps ensure its continued healthy bone growth.
 Impaction - the two most common causes of impaction are loose bedding and too-large prey items.
o Bedding – DO NOT keep dragons on sand, calci-sand, alfalfa pellets, walnut shell, corn cob or
any other items they can ingest. Dragons are notorious for eating sand and once started, it’s a
habit impossible to break.
o Prey size - the rule of thumb is, no items larger than the distance between the dragon's eyes.
Dragons will try to eat anything they think can fit in their mouths. I find my babies chasing the
largest bug they see even when smaller ones are available. Too large prey items can either
choke the dragon or become lodged in the intestines causing rear-leg paralysis, constipation
and/or death. When in doubt, feed the smaller item even if it means feeding twice the number
of insects. (DO NOT feed standard mealworms to any dragon. They are all chitin and no meat
and just cause impaction. When your dragon is large enough, you can offer super worms.)

The distance here is the
maximum width of the insects
this dragon may be offered.

Reproductive stress - Laying eggs is extremely taxing on a female dragon. It requires enormous
amounts of fat reserves to yolk the 20 - 30 eggs in each clutch. Females that are bred too young,
too small or have not been nutritionally prepared can die from
reproductive stress or egg binding. Since female dragons store
sperm in their bodies, they can lay more than one clutch of
eggs with each breeding. One of my females laid five clutches
of fertile eggs over the course of five months from one
breeding. So, if you're thinking of breeding your dragon, be
prepared. You may only get 25 eggs…or you may get 75
eggs…each with a hungry baby dragon inside that will consume
at least a dozen prey insects per day. Even females that have
not been bred can lay eggs, albeit, infertile ones. The
resources required for laying infertile eggs is the same and the
female runs a higher risk of egg binding or other reproductive
complications.
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How can you keep your female from laying infertile eggs? First, don't expose your female
dragon to a male dragon unless you plan to breed them. Letting the female see a male dragon
just increases hormonal activity. Second, don't allow your female adult or sub adult dragon to
get too fat. My experience suggests that females with excess fat are more likely to lay infertile
eggs than ones that are maintained at their ideal weight.
Dehydration - If you ever see your dragon looking lethargic, suddenly thin around the tail with
sunken eyes and sunken spots on the top of its head, it could be in a state of severe dehydration
and should be put immediately into a bath. This state of severe dehydration can be caused by not
enough baths or by removing shedding skin from the dragon before the skin is ready. Resist the
urge to help your dragon shed until the old skin is dry and falling off! If the shedding skin or the
new skin underneath is damp, it’s too soon for the skin to come off and removing it can cause
dehydration in a matter of hours.

Veterinarian
As a breeder, I do my best to assure I’m raising healthy dragons. However, I am not a veterinarian and
cannot guarantee my animals; no breeder can. Therefore, I encourage all new dragon owners to take their
dragon for a well-animal exam and fecal test. (A fecal test is a microscopic examination of feces that
indicates the presence of internal parasites.) Bearded dragons are considered “exotic” pets and not all vets
see exotic animals; you need to locate the exotic’s vet in your area. Be prepared, an office visit for an
exotic is often more expensive than an office visit for a dog or cat. The reason is simple. The veterinarian
frequently finds himself/herself spending an hour or more educating a new dragon owner on the basics of
care. My hope is that having read this document, you will be knowledgeable about your new pet and the
vet visit will be fast and easy.
A bearded dragon is at least a ten year commitment (we hope!) and dragons deserve the same access to
veterinary care as a dog or cat. While bearded dragons tend to be healthy and robust, you never know
when you might need a vet and it’s good to have a relationship already established.

Handling and Temperament
Bearded dragons are quite docile and will not only
tolerate handling better than most other lizard
species but actually seem to enjoy interacting with
their people. This is especially true of adults that
have spent their entire lives in captivity (of course,
there may be exceptions). The best way to ensure
your dragon's good temperament is by frequent
handling, especially when they are young. (I
shouldn’t have to say this…but avoid teasing your
dragon unless your goal is to make it mean!) I find
the more time a dragon spends sitting on my
shoulder as a juvenile, the tamer and more docile it
is as an adult. I recommend the use of a collar with lanyard on all bearded dragons, even in the house.
Collars keep a dragon from falling or getting startled and jumping off its owners' shoulder. A dragon falling
from such a height can break limbs or, in the worst case, its neck. (Unfortunately, I heard such a story.) A
collar is also useful when socializing a young dragon that is skittish and more likely to disappear under the
sofa. A collar gives a new dragon owner the confidence to let the dragon spend more time with them and
even go outside for walks. My dragons enjoy being out and about and will often scratch on the cage door to
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get my attention. Bearded dragons are comfortable with being handling unlike a chameleon, remain docile
even when sexually mature unlike an iguana and sit still unlike an uromastyx.
Dragons are entertaining to watch whether chasing insects, splashing around in their baths or making
friends with the family cat. Bearded dragons exhibit interesting behaviors such as “arm waving,” in which
the dragon lifts a front leg in the air and circles it. This is a submissive gesture meant to appease a larger or
more aggressive dragon. The spiny “beard” from which the lizard gets its common name may also be
extended and turned black. Males will do this to attract females or as a challenge to another male. I notice
that almost all my dragons "beard up" in the mornings…it seems a part of their normal stretching and
waking up routine and is completely normal. One of my male dragons will also "beard up" and bob his
head at me! I think he’s flirting! 
Threat Display - Dragons are sensitive to shadows falling on
them from overhead since birds are their primary natural
enemies, especially as youngsters. Even an airplane flying
overhead will startle some of my adult dragons. Therefore, if
your dragon is on the ground and you are standing over it,
the dragon may beard up, open its mouth and hiss in fear as
you see in the picture to the right. The female was upset by
being in unfamiliar surroundings. I found that by moving
slowly and calmly, I could scoop her up from under her belly
without her attempting to bite. In my experience, most
dragons don’t want to bite and will only do so as a last
resort.
Even though this posture looks threatening,
I calmly scooped her up without incident. If
in doubt, use gloves!

Don’t Panic!






Bulging eyes - all lizards have the ability to push their eyes out of their head to an extent. It helps
loosen the skin around their eyes during shedding. It's normal…and no, their eyes won't pop out of
their head.
Hiding or brumation - there are days when a dragon will chose to spend it's time in its hide instead of
basking under its light. As long as the dragon is not being bullied by another dragon…hiding for a day
or two is normal. Adult dragons over the age of one might go through a period of brumation where
they hide all day for weeks and aren't interested in food. This happens in the fall and as long as they
aren't losing weight, it's a normal. (Again, a digital scale is great for monitoring them during
brumation. Note: Dragons still need to be soaked during brumation.)
Color change - dragons can lighten or darken their colors depending on mood, exposure to sunlight,
fear, breeding
behavior or during
shed. If your
dragon's skin
becomes white or
light grey, it's just
The white/gray stripe down this dragon’s
going into shed.
back is skin that is getting ready to shed.
Babies shed
constantly as they
grow; adults
about once a year.
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Hissing - hissing is the only noise a dragon can make normally. It's generally only heard if the dragon
is very scared. Any other noise, especially coughing or a growling sound is the sign of a respiratory
problem and requires immediate vet care.
Decreased appetite - for the first year of a dragon's life, it is a bottomless pit. The day will come
when your normally voracious dragon doesn't seem interested in bugs or stops after just a couple.
This sudden indifference to food scares many dragon owners. As long as you can't see your dragon's
hip bones, there are fat reserves in its tail, its behavior seems normal; the decrease in appetite is
normal for dragons at around nine or ten months of age. (Don’t worry! Your wallet will be happy.)
Head bobbing, bearding up – males are particularly prone to head bobbing, blackening their beards
and/or flattening their bodies. They may do this when startled or just in practice for breeding. It’s
normal and does not indicate any hostility towards its owner.
Arching tail – dragons are known to strut around with the tails arched up in the air. This is not a
threat display.
Not pooping – not all dragons poop every day. Adults that are on a limited diet may go a day or two
between poops. If you are concerned, give the dragon some extra soaks in warm water and if it goes
longer than four days, a visit to the vet for an enema might be necessary. MAKE SURE YOU’RE NOT
USING LOOSE BEDDING!
Gaping – dragons will sit from time to time with their mouths partially open. This is referred to as
gaping and is a way for them to cool down similar to panting in a dog. No need to move your dragon,
if it gets too warm, it will move.
Vomiting – occasionally a dragon will regurgitate or vomit, commonly from eating too much too fast.
Try slowing your dragon’s eating by offering a few insects at a time.

General Cautions











Salmonella - all reptiles carry salmonella in their gut. The way to avoid issues is simple…wash
your hands…after handling your reptile or after cleaning its cage and especially if you are exposed
to feces or before handling your food. Keep your dragon out of food preparation areas. These
simple precautions will make owning a bearded dragon as safe as owning any bird, rodent or
other live animal.
Young children – my greatest concern with allowing young children (under the age of five) to
handle a dragon is the chance the child might put the dragons tail or their own hands in their
mouth after having handled the dragon. There is a risk, however small, of salmonella exposure in
such a case and their immature immune system may not be up to the task. Carefully supervise
youngsters with any reptile. Make sure children wash their hands thoroughly afterwards.
Wild-caught insects – I do not feed, nor do I suggest feeding wild-caught insects to your dragon.
You can’t be sure the insect has not been exposed to an insecticide or carry a parasite and the
risk is not worth it. NEVER FEED A DRAGON A LIGHTNING BUG! One lighting bug can be fatal.
Hatchling dragons – Unless you are an experienced reptile keeper, I do not recommend buying a
dragon less than six weeks old or less than eight inches long. Hatchlings are fragile and not
equipped to deal with the stress of being a pet. They are also much more demanding to care for
than a juvenile dragon.
Other animals – Be sure to teach your dog that the dragon belongs to YOU and if off limits. Adult
dragons can get along with some cats and dogs but these interspecies interactions must be
carefully supervised by you to keep both animals safe. However, I recommend keeping your
young dragon on a leash to keep it from becoming a live cat or dog toy.
Interacting with other dragons – remember that internal and external parasites can be
transmitted to and/or from your dragon. Allowing your dragon direct contact with a friend’s
dragon can expose it to potential pathogens. The same goes with exposing your dragon to other
reptiles. Mites are a common external parasite, easily transmitted from one animal to another
and a major pain to treat once your dragon has them.
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Know Your Dragon
Spend some time observing your dragon in its cage. Know its normal behavior. Each dragon is unique and
recognizing subtle changes in your pet’s behavior might be your first clue that something is wrong. A
dragon that is slow and lethargic could be dehydrated. Watery stool might be a sign of parasite infection.
Scratching could be an indication of mites. Daily attention to your dragons needs is your best defense and
the way to keep your dragon happy and healthy for years.

Notes:
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
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